
 

 

Troop 29 PLC Meeting 9-13 

 

Attendance 

Brian Akins 

Skyler Slaten 

Joe Hackman 

Sean McMann 

Connor Miller 

Patrick Brady 

Toby Bulk 

Tommy Mauk 

Charlie Sykora 

Tyler Suchyj 

Sam Freer 

Mrs. Mansk 

Mr. Spencer 

 

Agenda 

Mrs. Mansk - Patrol Rank Advancement 

PLs - Patrol Report Progress 

 - Attendance, goals, Webelos Woods Stations 

Wise Guys - September Camping Trip Overview 

SPL - Webelos Woods Overview 

SPL - Upcoming QM Activities 

 - Shed, gear check 

Uniform Inspection - 9-26-2016 

 

Mrs. Mansk 

Putting advancement more to PLs hands, gave them reports. 

There will be Board of Reviews for Scouts who haven’t advanced - more for helping rather than 

a “call to the principal’s office” 

Also included tools for Honor Patrol 

Changing to new book rules at the end of the year, under new reqs Scouts need cyber chip to 

advance 

 

Communication 

Email sent to troop about Mr.  Hoopes’ 9/11 Memorial project 

The Troop doesn’t do snapshot things very well - more plan-oriented things are encouraged 

because they are confusing for us 

Cokesbury Village will have a few older guys and a few younger guys to do it, but tell Mr Walsh 

things like this are difficult to do - emailing Ben Carrol to do it 

 



 

 

PL 

 Banana Turtles 

Everyone responds to emails - no good 

Get citizenship in world - no progress, talking to Mr. Fuerhauke 

HP - one more project 

WW 

signalling (Joe) and shelter building (Ed and Tim) 

 Da Bears 

HP - being worked on only need projects 

DEC trip - been planning, not many details 

Locating missing people - not very good progress 

Survival skills steps to make a duct tape bucket and filtration system 

 First Years 

Email weekly guide - going well all working on second class, working on a fitness requirement 

Fix lines at opening - starting to realize what to do 

Greg’s been sick recently missing a lot of stuff 

With new book, first class first year is more of a goal than a reality because of more intense 

requirements. with this group, tough time with swimming 

Big focus on first class because 70% of guys who get it stay until 18 

 Thunder Birds 

Responding to emails - improvement still working on it 

Get famiy life - Mrs. Nakamura is coming to talk to the patrol, positive reports of progress from 

members 

HP- a few people have advanced, need projects 

Attendance is not as good as anticipated 

monkey bridge - book from Mr McNamara on it,  

January - klondike, prepare sleds 

 Spartans 

HP - service project needed 

Up attendance by 50% - no improvement 

Good August trip - 10/10 everything planned went well 

Making spears and forks for WW 

 Beavers 

Large increases involvement with younger scoots 

Attendance has been okay 

 Wise Guys 

80% att - more like 75% 

Advancement has been okay - a few close to star and life some have plateaued at life 

WW station is raft. they aren’t supposed to carry people 

Agenda done, just need to be updated with attendance list 

 

September Trip Agenda Overview 



 

 

FRI 

set up camp at BP Woods 

SAT 

expected at range at 9 

wake 7 

done bre clean at 8 

9-12 shotgun and rifle 

bagged lunches near range 

1 tomahawk throwing  

 troop split into thirds. 1/3 throing 2/3 playing soccer 30 min rotations 

skits and songs for campfire 

dinner end 7 start campfire 

lights out 10 

SUN 

wakeup 7:30 

out by 11 

 

WW Overview 

This year the first years have rope making station 

Each den will be with two scouts from a patrol 

Gold doubloons currency based on progress 

Den with most doubloons gets advantage in final challenge 

BT in charge of campfire 

 

QM Stuff 

Shed - last person from church signed off, ready to be done 

Going to run a power line to shed, need utility to for power line 

Gravel is expensive, working around cost 

Gear check 

two parts -  

 first part - pull patrol boxes by patrol and inventory suff 

 second part - going through troop gear 

patrol tentboxes? - have a dedicated textbox. next week hopefully 

 

Uniform Inspection (unannounced) 

9-26-2016 

 

Firing Squad 

Everyone stays Hayden on probation 

 

Miscellaneous  

Under new guidelines service hours must be preapproved with a form on the Troop website. 



 

 

Pick your battle, pick one activity for the weekend. 

 


